
The Philosopher's Companion, Tinta Cão, Columbia Valley 2012 
 
The story: 
Diogenes of Sinope, a founder of Cynic philosophy, is one of my favorite philosophers. He was a known 
troublemaker who interrupted lectures by Plato, ate in the marketplace of Athens against custom, slept outside 
in a large ceramic jar, and wandered the streets during the day with a lit lantern, all the while looking for “an 
honest man.” He was often referred to as “dog like” which he didn’t seem to mind as dogs were incredibly 
loyal and instant judges of character. 
 
When I was done with harvest in Australia, I had a very brief period of time to travel the other wine regions 
before I had to get back to Napa. I met up with some friends in Melbourne and using that as a base we travelled 
to the Mornington Peninsula as well as the Yarra Valley. It was in the Yarra that we kept hearing that this very 
well-respected winery was open (they were rarely open, and sold out quickly thereafter) and we should go 
look. A small cinder block shed awaited us with eleven wines, a good number of which had their 1986 vintage 
counterparts at another table. Their character and soul was amazing. My favorite was a blend of Portuguese 
varietals done in a dry red style, which I had never seen before. When I found out that there was a small 
vineyard on Red Mountain with a good selection of these varietals, I knew I had to make one out of the gate. 
 
The wine: 
Tinta Cão is a varietal originally from Portugal and translates as “Red Dog” (thus the connection with our 
philosophy friend mentioned above). It’s slowly disappearing from its home in the Douro, as the yields are 
naturally small and its use in Port has never been as large as that of its Iberian brethren. Naturally, it has a very 
delicate aromatic and flavor profile, but it makes up for it in structure from the very small berries and clusters. 
 
Red Mountain is the smallest, as well as the warmest, AVA in Washington. Situated just outside of Benton City, 
it features a long, southward facing slope that is perfect for these sun-loving varieties. Tinta Cão might have a 
thick skin, but it has a really thin rachis, so destemming tends to be slow and methodical. This wine spent over 
three weeks in the fermenter until pressing, which then filled a new Sylvain Reserve barrel and another French 
oak barrel that had been used once before. 
 
 

Harvest Date:  September 22nd, 
2012 

Alcohol:  14.1% ABV 

Vineyard:  Red Heaven TA:  5.89g/l 

Brix at harvest:  25.1 pH:  3.95 
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